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                            Comparing
• Life in the World Unseen by R.H.Benson
• A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands by P. Burley 
• Embraced by the Light republ. By B. Eadie
• Heaven and Hell by Emanuel Swedenborg 

•  Life in the Spirit World and on Earth 
                                        by Sung Han Lee



Visions of 
the Spirit World

• While in the other accounts the narrators receive 
  visitations from heaven’s representatives who 
  descend from the higher realms, 

• Lee himself is heaven’s representative, 
  descending to other spirits from what may be 
  the highest realm. 

• He always comes in the position to teach 
  Divine Principle; he always comes with the heart 
  to help the others to advance towards heaven.   



• Most of the people whom Lee interviewed, 
  even those living in the good spirit world, 
  felt some remorse for their failures in life.

• When Lee met Jesus and Buddha, their 
  attitude was different. 
  Lee came as the messenger from God and 
  the representative of the True Parents. 
  He could act as their confessor, their minister 
  and their teacher. 

Visions of 
the Spirit World



• If his narrative is true, then the True Parents 
  are the most precious and most exalted beings 
  in the cosmos. 
  
• The True Parents’ teaching is the highest teaching, 
  above that of any religion. 

• The True Parents show God’s love to all people. 
  From the greatest saints to the worst sinners, 
  they show no partiality. 
  Who else would have the overflowing love to want 
  to save Hitler and Stalin? 

Visions of 
the Spirit World



• Jesus wrote the same thing in his letter: 
  “I will… offer my prayers and hard work for 
  the sake of the direction of the True Parents 
  and the providence of restoration.”

•  Is that not also the very thing we who call 
   ourselves Unification Church members must 
   do on earth?

Visions of 
the Spirit World



• Heaven is open, and centering on the 
  True Parents it is welcoming everyone. 

• Its delights are worth every effort, so 
  dwellers on earth should strive to make 
  themselves fit for life in the spirit world. 

• That is the kerygma of 
  Life in the Spirit World and on Earth.  

Visions of 
the Spirit World





Unification Movement
Spiritual Phenomena

CT – Spirits

I Am in This Place

Testimonies about 
Jesus & Sun Myung Moon



One day I was meditating in the early morning under
a fig tree, and I received a message: The messiah is on
the earth: return to America. 

I felt to my core that this was true. But I did not want to return to 
America, and struggled a whole lot about leaving my idyllic life in 
Spain. I did not respond right away, and misfortune began to find 
me. I got the message real quick that I was no longer in the right 
place at the right time!

No 1



I returned to America on July 4th, 1969. I returned
to hospital work, and only a few weeks later, on
August 15th, I was taken by my friend to the Unified
Family center to hear the Divine Principle revelation.
By this time, I was very desperate to know how I
could give my life to God in service. I was reading
Page eight books on different religions, searching for
where our messiah was. I asked Jesus to guide me
d a i l y. 

No 1



When I heard the Divine Principle, I recognized
many points from the revelations I had personally
received. I was amazed and honored to be guided
to this small group of young people like myself, who
wanted to transform the world into one family for
God. 

On September 9, 1969, I moved into the
B e r k e l e y, California church center 
and began my life as a missionary.

                                                   / PAMELA STEIN

No 1



No 2

Father Moon is famous among his followers for 
educating us by appearing spiritually through 
dreams. Here is an example of how Reverend 
Moon taught me a valuable spiritual lesson in an 
area very close to his heart. As a fulltime 
missionary in Northern California I once had a 
dream that Father Moon visited me at an office 
where, in my dream, I was working. 

When I arrived at my workplace and my co-
workers realized that I was accompanied by 
Reverend Moon, they began to ask me all about 
him and why he was visiting our office. 



As I became enthralled in explaining all
about Reverend Moon to them, he turned to me and
said, “I am going up to your office; I’ll meet you
there.”

About fifteen minutes later, I arrived at my office
only to discover that Father Moon had already left.

No 2



No 2

As I approached my desk, I noticed that he had
taken the fresh fruit which was on my desk and fed
it through the fax machine.

Of course, I thought that it was very odd that he
would do such a thing. I picked up the fax paper on
which appeared an image of the fruit. 



Below the image he had written the following: 
“Having your nation overtaken by Communism is like having
this beautiful fresh fruit reduced to a flat one-dimensional
grey image such as you see on this paper.” !

Bret Moss joined the Unification movement in
1990 in Berkeley, California. 

                                                   /Bret Moss 

No 2



While I was sleeping, I had a dream. 

At a moment, I felt a presence leaning over me. 
I saw our True Mother’s face, and with her hand, 
extremely softly, she lifted away from me the heavy 
burden that blocked my chest. 
I felt very light over my chest and started breathing 
properly again.

No 3



No 3

Then I found myself walking in a dark corridor, at the end 
of which I saw a light. Getting closer, I saw in that bright 
light the face of Jesus. Then Jesus’ face changed into 
Sun Myung Moon’s face. I had the strong feeling that 
it was the same heart; only the external appearance
changed. 
I felt profoundly happy!

After that, along with the loving prayers of my
brothers and sisters, in only three days I recovered
completely and was outside again on the mission!
This remains in my heart as extremely precious evidence 
that our True Parents embody God’s love. 

                             / Elisabeth Ciacciarelli Schneider



My 36 Years in Unfication Church 
Shirley Stadelhofer

2006



I was introduced to the Unification Movement 
through my second son, David, who joined in 
1969 when he was only twenty years old. 



My first study of the revelation of Rev. Sun Myung Moon
was from a small book, titled Divine Principle and Its 
Application by Dr. Young Oon Kim, which my son offered to me. 

While reading it, I became so furious with what I believed 
to be theological deviations from my confirmed beliefs that 
I actually threw the book across the room in a sudden burst 
of anger. Later, I received a sense of quieting, spiritual calm 
and told my son that I wished to study the teachings further. 

To his astonishment, I also wanted to become a member of
the movement!



Since then, over thirty-six years have elapsed and 
my life in the Unification Movement has been the most 
fulfilling and spiritually rewarding experience I have ever 
had. 

Yet out of that kind of struggle I came to know the greatest 
fulfilment and joy in my entire life—the closest relationship 
to God that I have ever known. 

I now have a deep, personal conviction that I have discovered 
the answers to the most basic questions about the universe 
and my purpose in life. 

And now I feel that it is crucial for me to offer this to others.



Rev. Moon has often compared the process of the life and 
death of humans to the process of a caterpillar becoming a 
butterfly. 

If we imagine that the caterpillar has consciousness, as 
humans do, then it might be afraid of becoming a cocoon, 
because this could seem like the end of its life. It could be 
attached to its life as a creature in the earth, just as we are 
attached to our physical bodies.

But the caterpillar does not know that there is another new 
existence after its “death” in a cocoon, where as a beautiful 
butterfly it will be enjoying a new life among fragrant flowers 
and sweet honey.



Rev. Moon has taught that it is much better and wiser to fulfil 
God’s will while we are in our own physical bodies on earth. 

The reason? 

It takes much longer and much more effort to achieve 
resurrection of our spirit selves in the spiritual realm than 
when we are on earth and in the driver’s seat, so to speak, 
of our own physical lives.



Teen suicide
Comes back through medium!

With the help of some gifted mediums, 
I was able to reestablish 
communication with my son after 
he died. 
What goes on in the mind of some 
suicides both before and after they 
end their lives. 
Also revealed is fascinating content 
about what suicides and others 
experience when they arrive on 
the “other side.”
…from turmoil to calm, 
from guilt to forgiveness, 
from doubt to faith, 
and from separation to reunion.



Wilson’s Ten Characteristics of Spiritual Existence



Spirit people can also resurrect through good deeds 
in the spirit world, by receiving education or by joining 
the forces of good in the battle against evil. 
However, they still need the “traction” of a connection 
to the earth if they are to have the power to overcome 
their situation and ingrained attitudes that could 
otherwise easily defeat their efforts.

That is why 
prayer conditions for our ancestors are so helpful. 



                                             1

The Theory of the Original Image in Unification Thought 
posits that all reality is constituted by the duality of 
sungsang and hyungsang. 

From the causal Being to resultant beings, all existences 
consist of an internal, invisible aspect (sungsang) and an 
external, visible aspect (hyungsang). 

The  sungsang encompasses a being’s mental and 
functional aspects, while the hyungsang constitutes 
its body, composed of matter/energy.



                                             2

The power to manifest an entity in the Spirit World 
derives from God’s Universal Prime Force. 

This Force has both  sungsang  and hyungsang aspects. 

Its sungsang is the “life field” which appears as the 
light and warmth of the central Sun. 

Its hyungsang is “pre-matter,” the atoms of spirit substance 
that coalesce around a being’s  sungsang to 
manifest its form.



                                             3 

Entities in the Spirit World form according to the model
 of the 2-stage structure of creation in Unification 
Thought. 

The logos, formed through the inner four-position base, 
joins directly with elements of pre-matter to manifest 
as a substantial form.                                             



                                             4 

Spirit entities lack a layered structure.  
First, accounts of the spirit world suggest that plants, 
animals and human bodies do not decay into foundational 
strata that would be expected on earth. 

When a person eats a plum, the juice that dribbles 
out disappears spontaneously without leaving a watery 
residue. 

A flower when picked simply dissolves into its elements. 



                                             4 

Second, human thought and will can suddenly alter
the forms of its surroundings. 

Such behavior would be impossible for physical entities 
whose forms are grounded in lower strata of matter, and 
therefore exist independently of their human subjects.  



                                             4 

Third, it doesn’t appear that animals and plants in the 
spirit world depend upon plants and minerals as their 
foundational strata. 

Animals in the spirit world have no need for food, 
and hence live peaceably with each other. 

Rather, in the spirit world the source of nourishment 
is God’s love. 



                                               5 

Spirit persons in the Kingdom of Heaven have a unitary 
structure of spirit mind/spirit body without any layers.
 
However, fallen spirits are covered by a denser “astral body”
that corresponds to the thoughts of the evil mind.



                                                5 

When an evil spirit resurrects to a higher realm, 
it may “die” and leave behind its gross body while a fine 
“mist” congeals into a new, purified body. 

It seems that, just as on earth, the body that carries a spirit’s 
identity may not be the same as the body that manifests 
its external form. 

According to Daemonim, a spirit can even shrink itself to 
microscopic size to invade a person’s body.

Angels, too, have the ability to change their form at will,



                                           6 

Spirit persons as connected bodies create their spiritual 
environment out of the content of their thought, 
character and deeds. 

The principle of the connected body is very apparent in 
the Spirit World. 







                                            7 

The hierarchy of angels in the Spirit World corresponds
to the hierarchy of galaxies, stars and planets on earth.

A second hierarchy in the spirit world is the hierarchy
of angels. 
Mystics like Swedenborg have described a 
three-level hierarchy of angels.



                                             7 

According to Rev. Moon, “All beings want to be 
absorbed into higher levels of love. Thus, minerals want
to be absorbed into plants, plants want to be absorbed 
into animals, and finally all of creation wants to be 
absorbed into human beings.”

The purpose of the spirit world, like that of the physical 
world, is to provide a pleasing environment for human 
beings as God’s children. 



                                             8 

The Spirit World was not created with yang and yin. 

The core principles of the Spirit World are subject-object, 
operating vertically, and the three-fold division of mind 
as intellect, emotion and will. 

The duality of yang and yin was created first in the 
physical world. 
It was to appear in the Spirit World only with the marriage 
of perfected Adam and Eve, at which point the horizontal 
realm of Earth and the vertical realm of Heaven would 
unite.



                                           9 

Spirit persons are co-creators, who develop and expand
the Spirit World according to their character and store of 
experiences. 

God seeks to experience the joy of the ever expanding, 
ever-new cosmos that His children create.



                                             9 

The Divine Principle makes it clear that human beings
are unique among all God’s creations in having both 
a spirit self and a physical self.



                                             9 

This dual structure enables human beings to be 
rulers of both the spiritual and physical worlds, 
the microcosm of the cosmos that consists of both worlds, 
and the center of harmony between the two worlds.



                                             9 

There is a second and equally important factor that qualifies 
human beings to exercise dominion over the two worlds: 
they are endowed with God’s creativity, able to participate 
with God in creating the universe.



                                              10 

Angels were not meant to be co-creators, but Lucifer 
sought the dominion that belongs by right to a creator 
through causing the fall of Adam and Eve.
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Angels were not meant to be co-creators, but Lucifer 
sought the dominion that belongs by right to a creator 
through causing the fall of Adam and Eve.

Angels are not designed to have dominion over the cosmos. 

For one thing, they lack responsibility for their own perfection. 

Angels are created in a mature state, as the archangel was 
when he tempted Eve.

Neither do angels participate in creating their eternal life. 



                                              11 

The central position of human beings in the cosmos is their 
eternal birthright, as the children of God. 

It does not change even after humans cast off their 
physical body.



                                          12 

The Spirit World and physical world form a unified cosmos, 
relating as sungsang and hyungsang, yin and yang. 

This cosmos is only perfected with the advent of human 
beings who fulfil the purpose of creation. 



Tromsø Norway



A Wanderer in 
Spirit World
by A. Farnese

The Spirit author Franchezzo
is one of several spirits who have 
desired me to write down for them
their experiences in spirit world.  

1896

See also DP
Returning Resurrection (link)



Noted psychologist Dr. Edith Fiore 
explains how to detect 
spirit possession in yourself and others, 
how to protect yourself from entities, 
how to release your home from displaced spirits, 
and how to perform a depossession.

1987



Many people suffer from ailments that 
have no apparent cause, no obvious cure. 
Quite by accident, while using hypnotherapy, 
Dr. Modi discovered that past-life regression 
can be a beneficial treatment.
 
Many of these patients, under hypnosis, claimed to have 
spirits attached to their bodies and energy fields, 
creating psychological and physical problems. 

Comment: ”Past life” is by Divine Principle explained
as returning sprits seeking liberation and resurrection.
See Returning Resurrection (link)

1998



Dr. Modi:Left brain half – Conscious mind
               Right brain half – Subcounscious mind
Comment: DP talks about Physical mind and Spiritual mind
The spiriit mind survives physical death; is it maybe connected 
via the subcounscious mind to our physical being and life.



         2012
by Robert and 
Janice Maddox
  Based on five 
 basic elements 
         of Sin

Unification Disciples



http://www.messagesfromspiritworld.info/

1999



Chapter II: Diseases Caused by Lucifer

1. Diseases Caused by Lucifer
2. Diseases of the Digestive System
3. Diseases Caused by Ancestors
4. Disease of the Prostate Gland
5. Diseases of the Circulatory System
6. Diseases of the Respiratory System
7. Diseases of the Nervous System
8. Types of Skin Diseases
9. Types of Women's Diseases
10. The disease of the type of 
  Otorhinolaryngology (ear and throat)
11. Other diseases



Tromsø Norway



A.   Dr. Sun Myung Moon 2003

   “Clergy Return from Israel to East Garden of the spirit world. 
That way we can set up all the ideas of the kingdom of heaven. 
Until 2012 Father must accomplish everything in the providence 
of God... ”

   “You should take ownership and prepare for the spirit world life 
War 2, so this is a crucial time and we have to accomplish the 
will of God by 2010 or 2012. So you have to migrate back to 
your hometown and find our own nation, ...” 

2012-2013



B. Mayan Calendar; 
     the Great Cycle started in 3114 BC 
     and ends in December 2012.

In 2012 the plane of our Solar System will line up exactly 
with the plane of our Galaxy, the Milky Way. 
This cycle has taken 26,000 years to complete. 

Virgil Armstrong also says that two other galaxies will line up
with ours at the same time. 

A truly cosmic event!

2012



Our Galaxy



C. 2012 & Kalevala (finnish national epic)

Case in point is the mysterious existence of myths 
obviously describing precession in the ancient verses 
of the Kalevala, the Finnish National Epic. 

The Kalevala stories describe a sacred Mill called the 
Sampo (derived from sanskrit Skambha = pillar or pole) 
with a "many ciphered cover". 



C. 2012 & Kalevala (finnish national epic)

This spinning Mill is a 
metaphor for a Golden Age of plenty and the starry sky spinning around 
the Pole Star (known as the Nail of the North), which in the Far North is 
almost straight over head. 

The Mill at some point is disturbed, its pillar being pulled out of its peg, and a 
new one - a new "age" - must be constructed. 

This becomes the chore of Ilmarinen, the primeval smith. In this legend, 
ancient knowledge of precession among unsophisticated "peasants" who 
were nonetheless astute skywatchers, was preserved via oral tradition 
almost down to modern times.

2012



D. Edgar Cayce (american fameous prophet)

Other predictions were about dramatic changes in
 the Earth's surface in the period of 1958 to 1998.
 
The cause of these he put down to 
a tilting in the Earth's rotational axis which he 
said would begin in 1936.



D. Edgar Cayce (american fameous prophet)

The first sign of this change in the Earth's core 
would be the "breaking up of some conditions" in
the South Pacific and "sinking or rising" in the 
Mediterranean or Etna area. Cayce forecast that, 
by the end of the century, New York, Los Angeles and 
San Francisco would be destroyed. He said that "the greater 
portion of Japan must go into the sea" at this time, and that 
northern Europe would be "changed as in the twinkling of an eye." 



D. Edgar Cayce (american fameous prophet)

In 1941, Cayce predicted that lands would appear in the Atlantic 
and the Pacific in the coming years, and that "the coastline now of 
many a land will be the bed of the ocean. Even many of the 
battlefields of (1941) will be ocean, 



E. Titanic!

Titanic sank 10th of April 1912.
Exactly 100 year before the year 2012!
Was it a symbolic catastrophe 100 year before the 
absolute end of our Age!

1912 - 2012



If people on earth realized the result of 
their thoughts upon those to whom they 
refer, they would be very much more 
careful in giving their mind free play. 

There are so many thoughts possible, 
and all of them are registered here; 
many of them affect the people they concern, 
but all of them affect the people from whom they emanate.



When coming to this land, that whole record 
has to be dealt with. 
Not by a judge in wig and gown, 
but by our own spirit selves. 

In spirit life we have a full and clear remembrance of all these 
things and, according to the quality of these individual thoughts, 
so we are brought into a state of regret, happiness or 
unhappiness, despair or satisfaction. 
It is here that we meet with the desire to make return, 
to put right all the discomfort and distress, minor or major, 
as it may be, caused by thoughtless mind action whilst on earth.



F. China Abandons Communism

from Michael McClellan's Nostradamus and the Final Age

Quatrain 4.32
In those places and times that meat gives way to fish
The communal law will be made in opposition:
The old ones hold strong, then removed from the scene,
Panta chiona philon put much behind.

That part of the world that depends almost exclusively on the sea 
for its protein will overthrow its "common" or "communal" law.
In December 2012 China will abandon communism.

(Already the Open Chinese Economy have abandoned 5-year 
plans) 



F. China Abandons Communism continued

In its place, the people will either embrace democracy or establish 
a benevolant monarchy. This quatrain may also apply to North 
Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia, and other communist nations in the 
Far East. Panta chiona philon is Greek for "all things common 
aamong friends (ie., communism). East Asia will never allow a 
communist state to gain control of the region again. 



Tromsø Norway



CT Heavenly Spirits:

•  SMM - True Father battled
   9 years in spirit world to find 
   the DP, Divine Principle truth.

1935-43

HJN DMN



1st World War

One of the most arresting paranormal experiences 
on military record which occurred in Europe at 
10:30 P.M on November 14, 1915, was witnessed by 
French, German, Russian, Italian and British troops.
Comment the New Messiah was born 1920



THEOSOPHY
THE REAPPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST
1948

Bailey; Her vision of a unified society includes a global 
"spirit of religion" different from traditional religious forms 
and including 
the concept of the Age of Aquarius.

p. 15  In any acceptance of the teaching that Christ will 
come, one of the difficulties today is the feeling that the 
teaching has been given for many centuries and nothing 
has ever happened.



THEOSOPHY
THE REAPPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST
1948

p. 15 The world to which He will come is a new world, if not 
yet a better world; new ideas are occupying people's minds 
and new problems await solution. (end of 2nd WW)
 

p. 66 The works and teachings of Christ will be difficult to 
accept for the christian world, But in spite of this still be 
accepted in the Orient. 

He will be a World teacher and not just a christian teacher. 



p. 69 "the time of decission", as it is called in hierarchical 
circles, was in the time of fullmoon in June 1936 and full 
moon in june 1945. The time of decision covered only 9 
years ( a relatily short timeperiod); and resulted in the 
decision that Christ should return or become visible on 
Earth as soon as possible, and much earlier that planned.

THEOSOPHY
THE REAPPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST
1948



O.T.
Age of Capricorn
Law - Lex talionis

Christ came to end the Jewish dispensation which should have
been the climax and disappeared as a religion with the sun
out of Aries and into Pisces. 
He therefore presented Himself to them as their Messiah, 
manifesting through the Jewish race. 

By rejecting Christ as the Messiah, 
then the Jewish race symbolically and 
practically remained in the sign Aries, 
scapegoat, 
they must again pass through – 
symbolically - in the sign Pisces, 
and recognize their Messiah 
when He comes again 
in the sign Aquarius. 



O.T.
Age of Capricorn
Law - Lex talionis

Eye for an eye

N.T.
Love

Age of Fish
Faith & Love

C.T.
Life in KoH

Age of Aquarius
Attendance

Divine Body/Mind
Spirit



William Branham
1909-1965

American Christian 
minister, founding 
the post World War II 
Divine Healing 
Movement.



During a 1933 baptismal service at the 
Ohio River at Jeffersonville, Indiana, a 
SUPERNATURAL BEING appeared before 
hundreds of people saying to him, 
"As John the Baptist foreran the first coming of Christ, 
you will forerun His second Coming." 

This picture is displayed today at 
the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. 

1933



William Branham USA had been hearing 
voices since he was seven years old. 
Finally, in May of 1946, Branham was 
commissioned  by an angel from God 
to be the forerunner of 
the Second Coming of Christ.

My comment: In June 1946 TF (Sun Myung Moon) 
went to Pyong Yang to search for the prepared 
Spiritual groups for the Second Coming of Christ.

It seams like that Heavenly korean mission 
"spilled over" to Branham in USA.
 

1946



One of the more radical beliefs of the group is that of 
Serpent Seed which states that 
the first sin committed occurred when Eve engaged 
in sexual activities with the Serpent 
in the Garden of Eden 
thus causing "the fall of man."

1957



“What did he do? He begin making love to Eve. 
And he lived with her as a husband. 
And she saw it was pleasant, so she went and 
told her husband; but she was already pregnant by Satan. 
And she brought forth her first son whose name was Cain, 
the son of Satan.

1957



While Branham had taught the doctrine since 1957, 
he suggested in 1960 that the Holy Spirit 
had just revealed it to him as one of the mysteries 
that God was revealing in the "end-time".  

Comment: 1960 was the year of Holy Blessing of 
SunMyungMoon and Hak Ja Han. 

The Biblical ”Marriage of the Lamb”.

1957



A MYSTERIOUS CLOUD

On February 28, 1963, over in Arizona, U.S.A., 
a constellation of seven angels appeared to 
Reverend William Marrion Branham in the form 
of a ring shaped-Cloud. 

These seven angels came from the presence of God 
revealing to him the hidden mysteries of the Bible which 
were sealed in the Book of Daniel and the 
Book of Revelation yet were ordained to be unveiled 
at the end time. 

1963



A MYSTERIOUS CLOUD

Many pictures were taken of this peculiar Cloud, 
some appearing in Life Magazine (May 17, 1963 issue); 
some in Science Magazine (April 19,1963 issue), 
along with a scientific report of how it was scientifically 
impossible for such a cloud to exist. 
The highest clouds form at about 10 miles, 
but this phenomenal cloud was 26 miles up, 
at which altitude water vapor does not exist.

1963



The original glossy prints reveal the full face of 
the Lord Jesus Christ as the picture is viewed from 
the right side angle 
"like unto the Son of Man, His head and His hairs 
were white like wool, as white as snow" (Rev.1:13).



Compare with Korea 1950
Jesus formed by korean clouds 1950
during the Korean War



 
We must not doubt the messages from spirit world. 
When we enter there, we will be measured by our 
belief in spirit world messages. 

I emphasize the responsibility for the Total Living 
Offering. 

                                           / SMM Dec1, 2000



Many miracles/testimonies accompany TF & DP

•  Nostradamus Prophecy

•  Jesus over korean sky 1950

•  Many were healed by just reading DP truth

•  Cheong Pyeong providence 1995 ... - Healing



1995 
Ph.D. William J. Baldwin, Spirit Releasement Therapy
The same year CP Providence started 
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Many miracles/testimonies accompany TF/TP & DP
   
   Satan strikes first

•  9–11 World Trade Center catastrophe
   (A great Blessing Ceremony was planned in US that autumn)

•  2001 relig. founders in Spir Wrld supports TF

•  2003 witnessing campaign NY

•  2009 TF Biography...awaikens spir world!
             Miracoulus publication.



more
www.tparents.org



From Lucifer to True Parents: 1999

I am offering this to True Parents. 
Since all people call you True Parents, I call you True Parents. 
I am very sorry that I gave you an extremely huge difficulty to 
straighten out the countless aspects of evil history of sin that I 
committed. 

What word would I have to tell you? 
Once, I, undeserving and selfish, desired to receive the blessing. 
I am very sorry for this. 
If it is possible, I ask for your generous punishment, as you are 
the parents of humankind. 



From Lucifer to True Parents: 1999

As I see the countless ways of evil and sin, the ways of indemnity, 
even with my eyes, I can see that the only way of my return is the 
way of bloody bruises. 

However, if it is the last way of suffering to go to God and True 
Parents, I will follow obeying.
True Parents, Parents of humankind, Lucifer is very sorry.
I am truly sorry.
                                                   From Lucifer - March 21, 1999
                                                               www.messagesfromspiritworld.info/





Pledge 5

Reaching to the Spirit World

천일국 주인 우리 가정은 참사랑을 중심하고 매일 주체적
천상세계와 대상적 지상세계의 통일을 향해 전진적 발전을

촉진화할 것을 맹세하나이다 .

Our family, the owner Cheon Il Guk, pledges to strive every
day to advance the unification of the spirit world and the

physical world as subject and object partners, by centering
on true love.



The fifth pledge discusses the role of the spirit world 
in human life. 

Having been given dominion over the creation, human 
beings are the lords of both the spiritual and physical 
worlds.

The human mind connects with the spirit world and the 
human body interacts with the physical world. 



In a real sense, our mind and body constitute
the microcosm that controls the macrocosm —
the spirit world and physical world — 
through its resonance with them. 

The key lies within us. 



When we align ourselves properly, we can tap into 
the inexhaustible power of the spirit world to bring us 
prosperity and victory. 

Furthermore, since our ultimate destiny is to live 
eternally in the spirit world, we should use our time 
on earth to prepare for life in that world.





The Non-Principled Spirit World

Our tour beings with the Non-Principled Spirit World, 
which is populated by the vast majority of people who 
ever lived, who did not establish true families while on 
earth.

People on earth vary widely according to the degree of 
their love and to what extent they lived a life of goodness. 



Though they co-mingle during earthly life, in the spirit world 
they separate. 

According to the various qualities of earthly people’s inner, 
spiritual lives, they come to reside in a place within one 
of three major levels of the Non-Principled Spirit World:
Hell, Lower Heaven, and Paradise.

The Non-Principled Spirit World



The Transitional Spirit World

In addition, there is an intermediate realm, 
the Transitional Spirit World, which serves as a way-station 
on a spirit’s journey to his or her final abode. 

This is the realm closest to the earth, where spirit persons 
stay temporarily when they first enter the spirit world. 

After a stay lasting from a few days to a few years, 
spirits journey either downward to hell or upward to one 
of the heavenly realms at their own volition.



Within a few days after death, spirits are led to this realm, 
guided by angels and spirits of the departed. 

The trip is like being lifted in an elevator or like passing 
through a gate. 

The  Transitional Spirit World



On arrival, the newcomers may experience the warm, 
comforting embrace of a transcendental being of white light. 

Their relatives, intimates and acquaintances may welcome 
them and remain with them for a time before returning
to their own places.

The  Transitional Spirit World



When a spirit arrives at the Transitional Spirit World,
his speech and actions become totally unconstrained. 

He can express in words whatever he thinks and do 
whatever he wants. Having shed his physical body, 
he suddenly realizes that he has profound wisdom, 
as if his intellect had grown fifty-fold. 

The  Transitional Spirit World





Although the newcomer may cling to his old habits for 
a while, before long he accustoms himself to the
laws of spirit world. 

Earthly honor, knowledge, position, property and wealth 
are of no use.

The  Transitional Spirit World



Hell

Hell is populated by people who lived predominantly 
selfcentered lives while on earth.
(Reflexion of satans lineage) 

They pursued only their own interests while 
committing falsehoods, deceptions, injustice, 
and crime.

Hell



Even if outwardly they led respectable lives, 
their hearts festered with jealousy, hatred, avarice, 
lust, anger and complaint. 

After they pass over into the transitional spirit world, 
fellow spirits of Hell who witness the newcomer’s 
past in the mirror of judgment lead him to
their infernal dwelling-place.

Hell



Lee’s description of the hells is 
reminiscent of Dante Alighieri’s 
Divine Comedy. 

Dante’s depiction of hell, The Inferno, depicts 9 levels, 
each darker and bleaker than the last. 

Dante’s Paradiso depicts 10 heavens of ever-increasing 
brightness and glory.

Hell



On May 5, 2004, Father Moon announced the 쌍합
십승일 ( 雙合十勝日 , Ssang Hab Shib Seung Il), 
the “Day of Double 5 and Victory of the Number 10,” 
which marked the beginning of the “Age After the 
Coming of Heaven.” 

It opened the era for cleansing the evil satanic kingdom 
and manifesting the kingdom of true love on earth 
and in heaven.



Lower Heaven

Conscientious people, the charitable, patriots, educators, 
the virtuous, truth-seekers, etc., people who made efforts 
to do right while on earth, dwell in Lower Heaven. 

Whether or not they believed in religion, they sought to 
live a life of goodness according to their conscience.



Paradise

Beyond Lower Heaven lies Paradise. 
(Luke 23:43, 2 Cor. 12:3) 
It is far brighter and more splendid, with magnificent 
mountains, azure rivers, fields of flowers with sweet 
fragrance, and lovely music rejoicing the mind and heart. 

In its upper levels people live in a state of ecstasy, 
totally immersed in all the beauty that surrounds them.



The Principled Spirit World

God’s original intention for the spirit world was that it would
consist of only one realm, the Kingdom of God in heaven. 

Spirit persons who have perfected the Four Position 
Foundation on earth pass over into this realm. 



Today, with the appearance of people who have received 
the Blessing and who are on the way to establishing
true families, the threshold level of the Kingdom of Heaven 
has been newly opened. 

It is called the Principled spirit world. 
This realm is above even the highest level of Paradise 
and is incredibly beautiful.





The Subjective Role of the Spirit World

One reason to learn about the spirit world is to better 
understand how spirits affect life here on earth. 

Spiritual influences can bring luck or cause misfortune. 



Indeed, diverse bands of spirits descend to give invisible 
influence to the earthly world—some for good and some 
for evil. 

An amazing stroke of fortune or a crushing blow can
occur seemingly without reason, but psychics who have 
access to the spirit world can clearly know its cause.



Destiny and Responsibility

People often misunderstand the subjective role of 
the spirit world, particularly when it comes to the 
question of fortune and destiny. 

Many people believe that every person has a foreordained
destiny written in the stars, stored up in the spirit world. 



Are the important events in our life—the day of one’s death, 
for example — predestined? 

It is said that plans unfold in the spirit world years
before they bear fruit on earth. Thinking in this way, 
we may consult fortune tellers for advice about our lives, 
believing they can give us a glimpse into the future.



The Divine Principle, however, clearly presents only 
one sort of predestination for human beings: 
God’s predestination of prosperity and success for 
the person who fulfills his portion of responsibility.



Uniting the Spirit World and Physical World

Many people are aware of the higher power of divine 
providence that guides our lives. 

We have felt God’s guidance leading us on through 
dark and despairing times into new situations with fruitful
paths of action.



When we rely on providence, amazing things can
and do happen, for we place ourselves in a position to 
receive spiritual help. 

As Jesus said, those who seek for God’s kingdom and
God’s righteousness will find that every good thing is 
provided for them. (Matt. 6:33)





Three Keys to Mobilizing the Spirit World

At the center of unity between the spirit world and 
the physical world stands the human being, who joins 
the two worlds in the circuit of give-and-take action. 

There are three keys to completing this circuit, and 
thereby to receiving spiritual help.



First, a person affirms his or her heartfelt dedication 
to God and determination to do God’s will; 
therefore mobilizing the spirit world to give inspiration, 
guidance and support. 

Second, the person establishes good unity between mind 
and body, and hence is able to act on this inspiration. 

Third, the person has laid a practical foundation on the
earth, that his actions might carry weight and be effective.





The Liberation of Hell

The saint and the sinner are both God’s children. 
Therefore, we who would draw close to God must 
love our brothers and sisters who suffer the pain of 
a bitter or resentful spirit. 

The Divine Principle explains that Abel cannot enter 
heaven without saving Cain.



The means by which spirits can be liberated from 
hell is discussed briefly in the Divine Principle:

SECTION I - Resurrection 
Biblical Concept of Life and Death 
Death Caused by the Fall 
Meaning of Resurrection 
How does Resurrection Change Man? 
…



The means by which spirits can be liberated from 
hell is discussed briefly in the Divine Principle:

SECTION II - Providence of Resurrection 
How is the Providence of Resurrection Accomplished? 
The Providence of Resurrection for Earthly Men 
The Providence for the Foundation of Resurrection 
The Providence of Resurrection in the Formation Stage 
The Providence of Resurrection in the Growth Stage 
The Providence of Resurrection in the Perfection Stage 
Heaven and Paradise 
Spiritual Phenomena Occurring in the Last Days 
The First Resurrection 
The Providence of Resurrection for Spirit Men 
The Reason and Method of the Spirit Man's Resurrection through 
Second Coming 
Resurrection through Second coming of Spirit Men Who Were Christians 
in Their Lifetime 
Resurrection through Second Coming in the Growth Stage 
Resurrection through Second Coming in the Perfection Stage 
Resurrection through Second Coming of Spirit Men Outside of Paradise 
The Theory of Reincarnation Viewed from the Standpoint of Resurrection 
through Second Coming 



The means by which spirits can be liberated from 
hell is discussed briefly in the Divine Principle:

SECTION III - Unification of Religions by Resurrection
through Second Coming 

Unification of Christianity by Resurrection through 
Second Coming 

Unification of All Other Religions by Resurrection through 
Second Coming 

Unification of Non-Religious Men by Resurrection through 
Second Coming



Possessing spirits, who penetrate the body and 
attach themselves to the psyche, afflict people without 
their knowledge. 

They can enter the body in a moment of weakness; 
shock, a fainting spell or a high fever. 

Alcohol or drugs provide ready opportunities for 
possessing spirits.



These spirits cloud the mind and induce obsessive or even
psychotic behavior. 

Even many physical illnesses have possessing spirits as 
a contributing cause.

The common denominator of all these evil spiritual 
influences is inherited sin.



Wilson van Dusen M.D.:

Present day psychosis always involves 
some degree of self pride 
(spiritual madness) but the hallucinated 
aspect looks most like what Swedenborg 
described under the general headings
of obsessions (to be caught in false ideas) and
possession to have alien spirits acting into
one's thought, feelings, or even into one's own
bodily acts. 



He indicates that normally there is a barrier 
between these spiritual entities and man's 
own consciousness. 

He also makes quite clear that 
if this barrier of awareness
were penetrated the man would be in
grave danger for his mental health 
and even for his life.

van Dusen M.D



In my dialogues with (mental) patients 
I learned of two orders of experience, 
borrowing from the voices themselves, 
called the higher and the lower order. 

Lower order voices are as though
one is dealing with drunken bums at a bar who
like to tease and torment just for the fun of it.

They will suggest lewd acts and then scold the
patient for considering them. They find a
weak point of conscience and work on it 
interteasing him for three years over a ten-cent
debt he had already paid.

van Dusen M.D



They call the patient every conceivable name, 
suggest every lewd act, steal memories or 
ideas right out of consciousness, threaten death, 
and work on the patient's credibility in every way. 

For instance they will brag that they will produce
some disaster on the morrow and then claim
honor for one in the daily paper. 

They suggest foolish acts (such as: Raise your right
hand in the air and stay that way) and tease
if he does it and threaten him if he doesn't.

The lower order can work for a long time to
possess some part of the patient's body. 

van Dusen M.D



The higher order is much more likely
to be symbolic, religious, supportive, genuinely
instructive, and communicate directly with the
inner feelings of the patient.

I've learned to help the patient approach the higher 
order because of its great power to broaden 
the individual's values. 

van Dusen M.D



Swedenborg indicates that good spirits have
some degree of control over the evil ones. 
Higher order hallucinations have made 
the same comment — that they can control 
lower order ones, but it is seldom
to the degree the patient would desire.

In some respects they overcome the evil insofar
as the patient identifies with them. 

van Dusen M.D



A discovery four years ago 
helped me to get a relatively 
rich and consistent picture
of the patients' experience. 
Though I noticed
similarities with Swedenborg's 
description of the relationships 
of man to spirits it was
only three years after all 
the major findings on
hallucinations had been 
made that the striking
similarity between what 
Twentieth-Century patients
describe and Swedenborg's 
Eighteenth-Century accounts 
became apparent to me.

Google for the online booklet!
   Job —"With Dreams upon my bed thou 
scarest me and affrightest me with Visions."



We take responsibility for our ancestors’ sin through 
repentance and making reparations. 

We can suffer through the pain of an affliction with a 
good heart, knowing that by our stripes our ancestors are
healed. 



We can instruct them in the truth. Most importantly, by
loving and serving others, we can cover these sins with 
goodness.

“Love covers a multitude of sins” (1 Pet. 4:8) and 
“Good deeds annul evil deeds.” (Qur’an 11.114)

Comment: Ancestral Liberation up to 210 Generations
are being done in Cheong Pyeong Korea.



This pledge and the first pledge are the only two 
pledges that do not use the verb “to perfect,” 
wanseong-hada. 

Recall that perfection means bringing to full growth 
what exists already as a potential.



When we perfect the dutiful family way (pledge 2), 
the Four Great Realms of Heart (pledge 3), etc., 
we are striving to perfect what already lies within 
the creation as a seed. 

The fifth pledge, however, is about restoration, about 
mending what was broken, paying off old
debts, and overcoming evil.



First we should strive every day to set up the 
three keys for receiving spiritual help. 

1. We should live by our conscience, thus
restoring the proper subject-object relationship 
between mind and body within ourselves.
 
Thus we become the unity between the spirit
world and the physical world in microcosm. 



2. Strive to catch the inspiration of heaven and act 
to bring substantial results on the earth. 

By our continued effort, the will of God first formed 
in the spirit world comes down to the earth and 
becomes manifest.



3. Build our practical foundation, in order that 
heaven’s will can be manifest on the earth ever 
more powerfully.



Second, we must ever fortify ourselves against the 
base influences of the surrounding environment. 

We should reflect on ourselves to recognize where 
Satan finds a foothold to invade our lives and
turn us from the higher life with God. 

To this end, we need daily study of God’s Word to 
keep a proper perspective on life. 



Third, we need to pray constantly. (1 Thess. 5:17) 

Through prayer we receive God’s guidance and block 
the evil desires of the flesh.

The perfection of prayer is to be constantly mindful that 
we are living in His presence. 



Fourth, we should continually seek opportunities to
serve others.

Through loving service we make a base for good 
spiritual help. 

We generate vitality elements, which make for spiritual 
growth. 

We also make restitution for our ancestors’ sins, 
opening the door for their liberation.



Finally, the call to strive every day reminds us that we 
have the unique opportunity to attend the True Parents 
while they live on earth. 

Father Moon is more than eighty years old; his remaining 
time on earth is short. 



Every second of his life, he has been running so
fast and accomplishing so much; he restored six thousand 
years of history in the span of only forty years. 

Scripture teaches, “With the Lord one day is as a 
thousand years, and a thousand years is as one day.” 
                                                                     (2 Pet. 3:8) 



Great changes in Spiritual World
1960

Church Level

2010

2012

2003
National Level

2013
World/Cosmic Level





St Augustine on
Blessing Ceremony in the Spiritual World

I am living in incredible truth and boundless grace, 
which I could never imagine in the physical world. 

Having attained freedom in this truth and grace, 
I am living a happy life here every day. 



What is more amazing, however, is the 
Blessing ceremony in which those people 
who had left their physical bodies and come to the spiritual 
world participated.

During the ceremony, the officiator, Rev. Moon,
suddenly changed into the shape in which 
God had appeared in the Garden of Eden 
before the human fall; 

God's rays spun in splendid and enrapturing colors and 
circled around Rev. Moon, whereupon he assumed God's body.



 
Then, the whole scene of the Blessing ceremony
was showered with brilliant light, 
as if floodlights of housands of volts 
had been turned on in a dark room. 

In this ceremony, God's light touched each and every couple. 
At this time, my wife was on earth and I was, of course, 
in the spiritual world.



An earthly person would not understand what
this means, but at one word from Rev. Moon, 
the ceremony site changed colors and structures,
and the couples' ceremonial dresses changed. 

God's light touched all the people, and their spirits became 
consecrated, after which their forms became different from 
those of the spectators. 



The Blessing is a ceremony through which God brings 
together an Adam and an Eve in the Garden of Eden when 
they become fully mature. I believe it because I have seen it 
clearly with my own eyes. I firmly believe that Rev. Moon is 
marrying honorable men and women as an officiator in God's 
body.                                            May 24, 2000



Providential Communication
Facebook – Twitter - Youtube

Supporting Lord of the 2nd Advent and the Global Blessed Family



Interesting parallels with 1954:
 Lord of the Rings or Lord of the Rings, 
is a fantasy (Spirit World) novel by J.R.R. Tolkien.
 
It was published in English for the first time in 1954-1955 
divided into three volumes 
with the titles The Fellowship of the Ring, 
The Two Towers and 
The Return of the King (= Messiah). 

1937 – 1954 - 1960



Tolkien had already 1937 
(1935 SMM received his mission from Jesus) 
in Bilbo, a hobbit adventure, introducing both rule the ring, 
and several of the main characters in the trilogy. 
the idea of a ruling ring that can determine 
the world's future 
(= Blessing through the True Parents, Messiah)

also appears in Richard Wagner's four operas of 
Der Ring des Nibelungen. 
Both authors have been inspired by the same old stories, 
including Völsungasagan and Edda.

In the mid 60's had short stories have become 
a cultural phenomenon. (True Parents' Holy Blessing 1960)



Conversation between Mother on Earth 
and Daughter Karen
K: Motion moves things. Space conducts.�

M: So space is the conductor of things. 
And motion is the impetus that makes 
the receiving and the conducting happen?

K: Time receives. Space conducts. 

M: We (in Physical World) manipulate time, space, and motion; 
you (in Spiritual World) manipulate receptivity, conductivity, 
and frequency. 
Is the”manipulation” anything like what we do when we 
make time and space seem shorter or longer?

K: Yes. But our manipulation is more real.�



He would receive visions of scrolls of complex 
mathematical content unfolding before his eyes.

He often said, "An equation for me has no meaning 
unless it represents a thought of God.“

Hardy (English math. professor) cites Ramanujan 
as remarking that all religions seemed equally true to him.

Ramanujan
1887-1920

Indian genious 
mathematician



He Ramanujan, a largely self-taught 
mathematician, seemed to solve problems 
instinctively and said 
his formulas came to him in the form of visions 
from a Hindu goddess.

Comment: Revelations from Spirit World
God is the absolute scientist. 
It is the responsibility of human beings to follow 
the universe and laws that God created.
God alone cannot create absolute value. 
Absolute value originates on the premise of there 
being a partner.
Among the paths of love there is a path where you must go 
beyond life; 
you must remember there is a stage of life beyond death.  
                                                         /SMM February 5, 2008



1979

1983

2007

David 
Yonghi Cho



•  For in many things we offend all. 
   If any man offend not in word, the same is a perfect man, 
   and able also to bridle the whole body.

•  Even so the tongue is a little member, and boasteth 
   great things. 
   Behold, how great a matter a little fire kindleth!

•  Out of the same mouth proceedeth blessing and cursing. 

James 3



The Bible says clearly that 
whosoever controls the tongue controls the whole body. 

What you speak, you are going to get.

Feed your nervous system with these words. 

Constructive, progressive, productive, victorious words. 
Keep repeating them so that you can have control of 
your whole body. 

Then you will become victorious. 



For you will become completely conditioned to meet 
your environment and circumstances and achieve 
complete success.

Comment:Compare with 
Power of Positive Thinking – Law of Attraction etc.











Fourth Dimensional World

Thinking
Faith
Dreams
Words
Prayers

Three 
Dimensional 
World



The framework of Cho’s sermons is 
the Fivefold Gospel and 
      Threefold Blessing. 

The fivefold gospel consists of: 
the gospel of Salvation; 
the gospel of the Fullness of the Holy Spirit; 
the gospel of Divine Healing; 
the gospel of Blessing; and 
the gospel of the Second Coming.



See Book for more

The threefold blessing is based on 3 John 2 
and describes the blessing that Christians receive 
by the work of Jesus Christ. 

“Beloved, I wish above all things that thou mayest 
prosper and be in health, even as thy soul prospereth.”

It consists of spiritual blessing, 
                     physical blessing and 
                     blessing of circumstances.



1946 – 1950
Korea

Good Spirit World
close! 1st try of 

Lord of Second Advent



1950-53
Korean War

Evil = Indemnity
for Christians rejecting TF

Evil Spirit World



Pusan – 1951 the cliff TF lived on



RESTART
1954 – HSAUWC

2nd try of 
Lord of Second Advent



1954 – 1993 – 2000

Indemnity – Evil
40 year wilderness course

Good Spirit World
moving in

Evil Spirit World
Loosing Power



In Washington DC, the so-called murder capital of the 
world there was a big experiment in the summer of 1993 
where volunteers came from a hundred countries to 
collectively meditate for long periods of time throughout 
the day. 

It was predicted in advance that with such a sized group 
you would have a certain percentage drop in violent crime 
as defined by the F.B.I. in Washington that summer.

The chief of police went on television saying that 
“Look. It’s gonna take two feet of snow to reduce crime 
by that percentage in Washington, DC this summer.”



Based on the results of the study, the steady state gain 
(long-term effect) associated with a permanent group 
of 4,000 participants in the Transcendental Meditation and 
was calculated as a 48% reduction in HRA crimes in the 
District of Columbia.

A very interesting experiment that teaches us that 
each one of us have the power to affect our surroundings 
in a positive way.



1946 = 2012

Good Spirit World
closer again!
"one family under God" is being created 
right before your eyes. /SMM 8 Jan 2012



2006

Jumong (Korean: 주몽 , Hanja: 朱蒙 ) 
is a historical drama which aired on
South Korea's MBC television network. 

MBC extended it to 81 episodes due to 
its popularity.

It portrays the life of Jumong Taewang, 
(founder of the kingdom of Goguryeo). 
 
It is also considered a major part of the "Korean wave".

Jumong has the highest rating of all Korean dramas in 
2006 in Korea.



2012

"Gangnam Style" (Korean: 강남스타일 , 
is a K-pop single by South Korean musician PSY. 

The song was released on July 15, 2012, as the
 lead single of his sixth studio album PSY 6 (Six Rules), 

As of December 9, 2012, the music video has been 
viewed over 917 million times on YouTube,
and is the site's most watched video .



2013 – D-day
Sprit World AGS

unites totally with Earth

and 
True Parents of Heaven Earth 

and Humankind

Absolute Good Spirits



Put on the full armor of God, so that when the evil comes, 
you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have 
done everything, to stand.

Full armor of God = Truth,Prayer,Indemnity Conditions



And you shall know the truth, 
and the Truth shall make you free!



Artist Benny Andersson











2009



Buddha Said To Publish Rev Moon's Story
It is very amazing how this autobiography came to be. 
It was published by Gimm-Young, which is the equivalent 
of Random House in the West. Gimm-Young is one of 
Korea’s leading publishers, established in 1979. 

The CEO of that company happens to be Madame Park, 
a devout Buddhist.  
She tells how in one of her meditations Buddha appeared 
to her and asked her to seek out this man named 
Reverend Moon and to publish a story about this 
extraordinary man.



Because she had this revelation in her meditation, 
she reached out to the Unification Church and compelled 
Rev Moon to write his autobiography in his own words. 

That’s how it came to be.  
It is a phenomenal book in that we get a rare glimpse 
into a man in the form of different stories. 

www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/TFbiography.pdf



Astral City: A Spiritual Journey (also known as Nosso Lar) 
is a 2010 Brazilian drama film , based on the book by 
alleged medium Francisco Cândido Xavier.

2010
 Film



  The appearance of the Spiritual Seal
of Cheon Il Guk that was presented 
to True Mother during the Foundation
Day Ceremony 22 Feb 2013,
is consistent with God’s Providence from its very foundation. 

  True Mother, after all, is the living Holy Spirit.
True Parents declared that the foundation is completed 
for the Kingdom of God on earth and in heaven. 
The seal represents God’s ownership of Cheon Il Guk, 
God’s ownership of True Parents, God’s ownership 
of His Word in the Divine Principle and True Parents’ words, 
and God’s ownership of those attending 
the Lord at the Second Advent.                /Feb 2013



April 2013

A powerful witness that there is great new hope on the horizon.

"On Easter I had a spiritual experience that I would like to share 
with you.
At one point, when I closed my eyes, I saw True Father in front 
of me. 
He was so lively, and beaming with happiness. 
He wore a light beige coloured suit, a white shirt and a light 
coloured tie. 



April 2013

He was standing very relaxed, putting his weight 
more on one hip. Then I saw that True Father was 
holding hands with Jesus, who was standing to his right.
True Father was so blissfully happy.

Jesus was dressed in a white cotton gown, with a red 
and blue stripe going down from the top to the bottom on 
each side of his neck.

This is the first Easter that True Father and Jesus are together 
in the spiritual world.



April 2013

True Father and Jesus were standing on a 
small hill, with millions of millions of people cheering them on.

I was told three things: 

Number 1, that this was a real event taking place, 
not just my own spiritual experience,

Number 2, that I was there in the function of a witness, and 

Number 3, that there will be other witnesses around the world.

                                             / Barbara House in Connecticut  



Remarkable Healings:
A Psychiatrist Discovers 
Unsuspected Roots of 
Mental and Physical 
Illness
Shakuntala Modi 



The Spirit-Person and the Spirit-World: 
An Otherdimensional Primer 
by Kerry Pobanz (2001) Life In Eternity: 

Human Beings In                    
the Spirit World (2013)
by Kerry Pobanz

Unification Disciples



His dreams & Spirit WorldUnification Disciples



When he felt the noose around his neck, 
Balal must have thought he was about to take his last breath. 
Yet another public execution in the Islamic republic of Iran.

Hosseinzadeh said a dream prompted the change of heart. 
"Three days ago my wife saw my elder son in a dream 
telling her that they are in a good place, 
and for her not to retaliate …

The victim's mother approached, slapped the convict 
in the face and then decided to forgive her son's killer. 
The victim's father removed the noose and Balal's life was spared.

Dream 
Iran
2014



Ali Mahjoub
May 24 2013

I am Ali Mahjoub. I was raised in a humble Muslim 
family in the desert of Tunisia in North Africa. 
I grew up as a peasant, farmer and a shepherd. 
For years, I tilled the land behind a camel and harvested 
acres of wheat and barley by hand until my hands bled 
and my back became bent.

OPINION: Why the Change of Blood 
                 Lineage is Important to Me

Unification Disciples



Ali Mahjoub

By the grace of God, I was taken out of farming and 
hard labor and travelled to more than 20 countries, 
in Europe, the Middle East and Asia, and Russia. 

I worked and lived with people of different races, 
cultures and religions for more than two decades. 
My political, religious and worldviews became and 
are well rounded

Unification Disciples



Ali Mahjoub

After God had me tour the world, 
He brought me to the United States in 1981 and delivered 
me to Reverend Sun Myung Moon in the most phenomenal 
way, and I have been a devout member of his church ever 
since. 

Unification Disciples



People often ask, “You look like a nice person, 
what led you to join Rev. Moon’s 
controversial church?” 

My first answer is, “It wasn’t my own work or someone 
else’s work that brought me to the church. 
It was God and the Holy Spirit that delivered me 
to Rev. Moon’s church. 
In a dream I had, I was told the date I would meet the 
church, and I met the church exactly on the very date 
I was told in the dream, it was October the 6, 1981. 
I wrote about this dream in great detail in my book, 
Honor Thy God, published in 2010,

Ali Mahjoub

Unification Disciples



Coincidense is part of the Ceation and God´s plan.
We just have to be open to see it.

So , coincidenses are another language of the spirit,
Similar to that of dream messages and intuition, 
coming to tell us something important.

        /Small Miracles by Yitta Halberstam and Judith Leventhal

Ali Mahjoub

Unification Disciples



2011
Anslie H Abraham
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2012
 Johannes Stampf 

Unification Disciples



In her book The Field, McTaggart  discusses scientific discoveries that she 
says support the theory that the universe is unified by an interactive field.  - 
Compare DP description of Man being a Microcosmos of Spirit World.



2013

"Dr. Eben Alexander's near death experience is the most 
astounding I have heard in more than four decades of 
studying this phenomenon... one of the crown jewels of all 
near death experiences... Dr. Alexander is living proof of an 
afterlife."   ~  Raymond Moody, MD, PhD



Quntum Physics:

On spite of the local apperances of phenomena,
our world is actully supported by an invisible reality
which is unmediated and 
allows communication faster then light, 
even instantaneoulsy.

                                      / Page 170 Introducing Quantum Theory
                                        ISBN 978-1840468-50-2



Divine Principle states that, 
”when spirits descend to form a common 
base with us they can perform various works...
From pouring spiritual fire on earthly people and healing 
diseases to guiding people through revelations and the gift 
of prophecy, the power is in our spirit. 

And yet, with a near complete lack of awareness and 
understanding on our part of the spiritual reality of life 
after death, we seem to find the path of life so uncertain 
that these “gifts” of the spirit appear to belong to only 
the gifted few....

2015



...A number of years ago, some Civil War letters had been 
found in a tin can under the stairwell of a home. 
After 151 years they reached me by way of an article 
written online. 
It turns out they we the correspondence between 
Robert’s Great Great Great grandfather, private  Soldier 
Hamilton Crain, and his family; the last letters before he 
died of wounds sustained in battle in 1863. 

These letters deeply moved us to recognize Hamilton was 
a real person, once of flesh and blood and now passed into 
the spirit realm, where no doubt to us, he still existed as 
Hamilton Crain. We decided to contact him…
https://www.facebook.com/DeepOriginHealing/

2015
Maddox Family



The Spirit World Must Be Known

The reason I told that special team to carry out a 
research project is because science is now highly advanced. 
I asked them to do research on the frequency that enables 
contact with the spirit world. 

The motions in the spirit world are all made up of vibrations. 
I instructed them to research this because we have entered 
an age where the existence of the spirit world can be 
scientifically proven. 



This can be done by discovering the frequency of 
vibrations used by spiritualists when they contact the 
spirit world. 

After I gave a full explanation about the spirit world to them, 
their eyes were wide open with surprise.

That is why, yesterday, I explained in what manner 
the psychological process is related to the physical 
and spirit worlds. 



It is said that the psyche puts into effect an absolute force. 
People only know one side of the question of why this is so. 

Electricity is created through the interaction between plus 
and minus. 

They don’t know that it is the same phenomenon, 
when force is manifested by the plus and minus within 
that circle of relationship. 

Therefore, if we delve into this area, a world of new 
dimensions will be found. 



When we enter the age where the unknown spirit world 
can be rationally understood, the age of religion will be 
brought to an end. 

It would be an age where humankind would believe in 

God even if they were told not to. 
This is a great task. 

                                                      /SMM 1985.7.20



                            A small test to finish off

             Are you Psychic?  -  A Test of Awareness
                    Count the number of yes answers. 

The following questions should be answered truthfully in 
 order that the degree of psychic sensitivity can be established.
1.     Have you ever had a dream which later occurred?
2.     Have you ever thought of a friend that you had not 
        seen or heard from for many years, only to have them 
        contact you?
3.     Have you ever had a feeling of foreboding before 
        something has happened, either globally, nationally or 
         at a personal level?
4.      Do you sometimes know who is ringing you?
5.      Have you ever been aware of another person’s thoughts?



6.         Have you ever held a closed box, or package, 
            and known what was inside?
7.         Have you ever made the same statement at the 
            same time as a partner or a close friend?
8.         Have you walked into a room and sensed from the 
            atmosphere that an argument had taken place?
9.         Have you ever entered the nursery to find your baby 
            needed you and there had been no indication of 
            such need?
10.       Have you ever felt the presence of a person behind 
            you before you were aware anyone was there?



11.     Have you ever been humming the same song as 
          your partner or close friend?
12.     Have you ever picked up emotions and pains from 
          others?
13.     Have your ever turned up for a meeting with a friend 
          wearing the same colours on more than one occasion?
14.     Have you ever exchanged identical Christmas cards 
          with a friend?
15.     Have you ever known the sex of a friend’s unborn baby?
16.     Have you ever achieved ‘over the odds’ marks in an 
          ESP Test?

The number of yes shows how psychic we are – 
and how common contact with Psychic and Spiritual World is.

Source: http://www.psychics.co.uk 



Travel in the Spirit World by Kerry Pobanz
Journal of Unification Studies Vol. 15, 2014 - Pages 159-191

Seven examples of this spirit transportation, 
presented in the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, 
Anthony Borgia, Robert Monroe, Betty Eadie, Howard Storm, 
A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, and Sun Myung Moon. 

How and why human beings are originally designed 
to be able to engage in such apparently extraordinary 
journeying, yielding several major metaphysical perspectives 
on the phenomenon. 

How contemporary biology and physics may offer insights 
useful in understanding how spiritual transport can be 
facilitated—for those who still possess a physical body—
on the corporeal foundation of the subcellular operations 
of a person’s physical brain. 



It seems as though our five senses limit us to focus 
only on one point in time at any given moment, 
and we string these to create an illusion of linear reality, 

Our physicality also limits our perception of the space 
around us, confining us to only what our eyes and ears 
can see and hear or to what we can touch, smell, or taste. 

However, without the limitations of my (physical) body, 
I took in all points of time and space as they pertained 
to me, all at once.

2014



2018
New publication, by Jennifer Tanabe.
 
Eternal Life in the Spirit World, 
which I co-authored with the late 
Dr. Dietrich Seidel, discusses 
what we know about the spiritual 
realm starting with the thoughts 
of the Greek philosophers, 
Plato and Aristotle, and their influence on contemporary 
understanding.

We continue with more recent sources, 
including Rev. Sun Myung Moon and Dr. Sang Hun Lee, 
as well as reports from those who had near-death 
experiences, which all serve to make the spiritual realm 
seem much more substantial. - link



Sun Myung Moon not only revealed the Divine Principle
He fulfilled all the promises in it, and in the Bible.



The continuation of the incarnation the Christ, not Jesus, but a Christ, 
is the Holy Spirit. This Holy Spirit has never been silent – never been 
inactive. God - in many names ~ and worshiped in many ways – 
will touch the hearts of people, and many prophecies will be fulfilled. /A Ford



Cheong Il Guk
Now we must bring OT, NT and CT into one





The Future:

• Global WS like in CP

• TF in spir world!

• Spiritual tradition in CIG                        
          
   Book 5 -   Earthly Life and the Spirit World
   Book 6 -   Our Life and the Spiritual Realm
   Book 15 - The Life of an Owner of Cheon Il Guk 

2013 13Jan (22Feb)

TF / TP
HJN        DMN

in spir wrld

Start of real CIG



The Future:

• Global WS like in CP
• TF in spir wrld 2012 !

1960       -          2009 …         2013 13Jan (22Feb)

HJN        DMN
WS in spir wrld

Start of real CSG



12 independent confirmatory references to Principle 
 interpretation of the fall of man as 
 an ILLICIT SEXUAL act of love 
 Lucifer > Eve > Adam.

•  Islam. Qur'an 7.11-27
•  Job 31:33
•  Judaism. Midrash Genesis Rabbah 8:11
•  Judaism. Talmud, Abot de Rabbi Nathan 1
•  Bahir 199/Kabbalah (Judaism)
•  Clement of Alexandri Astro Mata 14/03/94 (Christianity)
•  Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, (1900)
•  John Milton: Paradise Lost (1667)
•  Hutu tradition (African Traditional Releigions)
•  Kojiki 4.1-6.1 (Shinto)
•  Christianity, Saint Augustine, City of God 14.18-23
•  The echo Tara Agama 34 and Ch'i-shih Ching 
   (Chinese Buddhism)



Summary:

•  OT – 10 Commandments – Revealed from Heaven
         - preparing for the Messiah, Moses > Israel > Jesus

•  NT – Jesus came to be accepted!
         -  was rejected
         -  Cross, temple veil being torn in two 
         -  only Spiritual Salvation
         -  2000 years of indemnity

•  CT –  True Parents
         -   Physical and 
             Spiritual Salvation
         -   Ancestor Liberation



Summary:

Divine Principle and TF:s words
show us clearly:

•  Life continues after death
•  Spirits interact on Earth for good/bad
•  Fall of Man destroyed our Spirit and 5 sp. Sences

•  Blessing = Physical forgiveness of orig. sin is needed
•  Ancestor liberation is needed
•  Blessed future for Mankind – KoH



Physical – Spiritual Worlds

The Fall of Man bacame a barrier between
the 2 worlds meant to be fully 100% transparent!  

• Original Sin
• Hereditary Sin
• Collective Sin
• Individual Sin   

1. Failing to take    
God’s standpoint.

2. Leaving one’s 
proper position

3. Reversing dominion
4. Multiplying the criminal 

act

5 Spiritual Sences Jesus opened up Channels 
by His Sacrifying death!  



1920 1946

1960

2002

2013
D-Day

1952

1950-53 Indemnity
Korean War

7-Years

<- Indemnity ->

1954 2003
- - - - - - - >
   Jesus 

World/Cosmic Blessing

National Blessing

Church Blessing 1960

Japanese ockupation
1910<- Indemnity ->1945

1995



According to the Buddhist scriptures, Udumbara 
is an imaginary flower that only blossoms every 3000 
years when the King of Falun comes to the human world. 

This heavenly flower is a sign of rare preciousness 
and a miracle.



https://vimeo.com/143968191?utm_source=No.+267



Same dress without knowing!
Amazing coinsidense!
Or a greeting from True Father in Spirit World 
Listen to the amazing story!
www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaoLB8Dh3HQ

2015



American Eagle – Peace World Nov 2018
page 31
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K8ZmW5W5NSTRUfUtUeH7mg3RrgsVtSMw/view?usp=sharing

2018



World unique Halo-phenomena over Sweden
14 Dec 2018 – Borlänge (click pict for more) 

2018



American Eagle – Peace World Nov 2018
page 31
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K8ZmW5W5NSTRUfUtUeH7mg3RrgsVtSMw/view?usp=sharing

2018



Ref:

Unification Resource webpage
www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Publications/

Depossession Healing 
Prolegomena To A Philosophical Inquiry Into The Spirit World
Claude Perrottet
www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Publications/JoUS-04/JoUS-04-2.htm

Depossession Healing: A Comparison of William Baldwin’s “Spirit 
Releasement Therapy” and Dae Mo Nim’s Ancestor Liberation|by Kerry Pobanz 
http://journals.uts.edu/volume-ix-2008/289

Life In Eternity: Human Beings In the Spirit World by Kerry Pobanz
www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks2/Pobanz/Pobanz-120424.pdf

Visions of the Spirit World: Sang-hun Lee’s Life in the Spirit World and on Earth 
Compared with Other Spiritualists’ Accounts 
http://journals.uts.edu/volume-ii-1998

Messiahs by Christian Nseka 
www.amazon.com



Ref cont.:

Divine Prnciple 2005 Color Version
www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP2006_Color_Version/

Material for an Education on Spirit World
(also including external resources)
www.truelove.org/indexsp.htm

Sun Myung Moon, in World Scripture II

Earthly Life and Spirit World Vol 1, 2 Publ. 1998
www.unification.org/ucbooks/HDH/index.html

Cheon Seong Gyeong Publ. 2006, 2014
Book Five - Earthly Life and the Spirit World 
Book Six - Our Life And The Spiritual Realm.pdf
www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/csg/eng%20CSG%202006/

CSG14-07 Earthly Life and Spirit World
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/csg/eng%20CSG%202014/



Ref cont.:

 My own inspirational Resources:
 https://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/

Wikipedia; pictures

List of Spiritual World Books:
http://new-birth.net/books_life_after_death.htm

Google for 
Anita Moorjani; Dying to Be Me 

Emanuel Swedenborg, Earths in the Universe



How many!





End

More slides at 
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/PPT/SundaySchool/ 

&
http://www.slideshare.net/bdp003



Eternal Love



Short Vocabulary:

AGS =Absolute Good Spirits
Ahn Shi Il = 8th Day Pledge
CBG = Chambumo Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CSG = Cheon Seong Gyeong, Holy Textbook
PHG = Pyeonghwa Gyeong (Peace Messages)
CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, KoH
CSW =Cheonji Sunhak Won (Museum)
CP   = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea
DP   = Divine Principle, v1973 
EDP = Divine Principle, v1996
ODP = Original Divine Principle, 2008

Contin…



Short Vocabulary:

KoH = Kingdom of Heaven 
LSA = Lord of Second Advent
OT   = Old Testament
NT   = New Testament
CT   = Completed Testament
TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon
TM  =  True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon
TP  =  True Parents, TF+TM
TTM = Textbook and Teaching Material
UC  = Unification Church

See also extended Vocabulary:
http://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/vocabulary-uc



Remember the beauty in Gods nature is there 
to inspire us!
Have a great Blessed week.
Prepared for 2nd,3rd,4th,5th... Gen. inspiration by de Paulis Family.  Sweden/Finland
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